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Git go back to previous commit and push
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you just pushed your local branch to a remote branch, but then realized that one of the commits should not be there, or that there was some unacceptable type in it. No problem, you can fix it. But you should do rather fast before someone will engage the bad commits, or will not be very
popular with them for a while;) The first two alternatives that will keep history intact: Alternative: Fix the error in a new commit Simply remove or correct the bad file in a new commit and push it to the remote repository. This is the most natural way to solve a mistake, always safe and totally
non-destructive, and how you should make 99% of the time. The bad commit remains there and accessible, but it is usually not a big problem, unless the file contains sensitive information. Alternative: Revert the full commit Sometimes you may want to cancel an entire commitment with all
changes. Instead of going through all the changes manually, you can simply tell git to restore a commit, which should not even be the last. Reverting a commit means creating a new commit that cancels all the changes that have been made in the bad commit. Just as above, the bad commit
remains there, but no longer affects the current master and any future engages over it. People generally avoid the history that reconnects, for a goodIt will basically diverge your repository from whoever cloned it or falsified it. People can't get out.history as usual. if they have local changes,
they have to do some work to get into sync again; work that requires a little more knowledge on how git works to do it properly. However, sometimes you want to rewrite history. both because of sensitive leaked information, to get rid of some very large files that should not have been there
first, or just because you want a clean story (I certainly do it.) I usually do also a lot of rewriting of very heavy history when you convert some repository from subversion or mercurial besides git, either to enforce the terminations of the internal lf line, fix the names of the clients and I also
recently had to rewrite a large git repository to get rid of some corruption in a first commit that started causing more and more problems. Yes, you should avoid rewriting the story that has already passed in other forks, if possible, but the world does not end if you do however. For example,
you can still engage the cherry between the stories, for example to get some requests of pulls at the top of the old story. in opensource projects, always contact the repository maintainer before making any history rewriting. there are maintainers that do not allow any rewriting in general and
block any non-speed spins. others prefer to make such rewriting themselves. Case 1: Eliminate the last commit erasing the last commit is the simplest case. we say that we have a remote mathnet with the master branch that currently aims at commit dd61ab32. we want to remove the
superior commit. translated by git terminology, we want to force the master branch of the remote repository mathnet to the parent of dd61ab32: 1: $ git push mathnet +dd61ab32^:master when git interprets x^ as the parent of x and + as aForced non-fastforward. If you have the main branch
checked locally, you can also do it in two simpler steps: First reset the branch to the parent of the current commit, then force-push force-pushto the remote. 1: 2: $ git reset HEAD^ --hard $ git push mathnet -f Case 2: Delete the second last commit Let's say that the bad commit dd61ab32 is
not the superior commit, but a little older, for example the second last. We want to remove it, but keep all the commitments that followed it. In other words, we want to rewrite the story and force the result to mathnet/master. The easiest way to rewrite history is to make an interactive basis for
the parent of the offending commit: 1: $ git rebase -i dd61ab32^ This will open an editor and show a list of all commits from the commit we want to get rid of: 1: 2: 3: Choose dd61ab32 pick dsadhj278 ... Simply remove the line with the offended defendant, probably it will be the first line (you:
delete current line = dd). Save and close the editor (you: press :wq and return). Solve any conflicts if there are, and your local branch should be resolved. Push it to the remote and you're done: Case 3: Fix a mistake in one of the commits This works almost exactly as the case 2, but instead
of removing the line with the bad commit, simply replace its pick with the modification and save / exit. Rebase will stop at that commit, put changes in the index and then let you change as you like. Commit change and continue the base (git will tell you how to keep the commit message and
author if you want). Then push the changes as described above. The same way you can also divide commits into smaller ones, or join commits together. Cancel Commette Restores Commands of the workflow Note Cancel the last commit by remittating everything in the staging area: Add
files and change message with: git commit --amend -m "New Message" Cancel last and remove the changes: Same as last but for two commits back: Do not reset after pushing Reset Workflow Edit file againcheck the add status and commit with the wrong message controls the modified
commit log controls the soft reset log check the log extract the updates push change commands # changes file edit_this_file.rb statuscommit -am "kjkfjkg" git log git commit --amend -m "New comment added" git log reset --soft HEAD^ git log git pull origin master git push origin master Note
git revert vs git reset Reset removes commit while revert removes changes, but leaves the commit Revert is more secure considering we can restore a new # Changed file git commitam Assuming that your branch is called master both here and remotely, and that your remote is called origin
you could do: git reset --hard git push -f master source However, you should avoid doing it if someone else is working with the remote repository and pulled the changes. In this case, it would be better to restore the commits that you do not want, so push as normal. Update: You explained
below that other people have pulled the changes you pushed, so it is better to create a new commit that repugnates all those changes. There is a nice explanation of the options to do so in this answer from Jakub Narębski. Which is more convenient depends on how many commit you want
to restore, and what method makes more sense for you. Since from your question it is clear that you have already used git reset --hard to reset your main branch, you may need to start using git reset --hard ORIG_HEAD to move your branch back to where it was before. (As always with git
reset --hard, make sure that the git state is clean, that you are on the right branch and that you are aware of git reflog as a tool to recover apparently lost commits.) You should also check that ORIG_HEAD points to the right commit, with git show ORIG_HEAD. Troubleshooting: If you get a
message like "!a60f7d85 -> master (pre-receive hook declined)" then you should allow branch branch branchrewriting for the specific branch. In BitBucket for example he said "The history of rewriting is not allowed". There is a check box called Allow the rewriting of the history of the branch
you have to check. The above answer is not correct enough - git revert does not set your repository to such commit -- git revert creates a new commit that cancels changes introduced by commit . It's kind of a way to "do" a commitment and save that cancellation in your story as a new
commit. If you want to set the branch to the status of a particular commit (as implied by OP), you can use git reset , or git reset --hard The first option only updates the Index, leaving the files in the unvaried work directory as if you had made the changes but you haven't committed them yet.
With the --hard option, it replaces the content of the work directory with what was on . A warning note that git reset will alter the story -- if I made several commits and then reset to the first commit, the next commits will no longer be in the commit history. This may cause some headaches if
any of those lost commits were pushed to a public deposit. Make sure you use it just to get rid of commits that were not pushed into another repository! There are times when (or a teammate) make a change that is not desired or cause your product or site not to work. Sometimes you forgot
to include a certain change, or you made a mistake in your commit message. In these situations, it is common to want rollback, or cancel, a change made by you or your team. You can do this with almost all activities in Git. Commits, merges, local or remote changes, and even unaccepted
changes can all be “undone”. We will cover various scenarios below, from the minimum impact to the largest. These are justof the common scenarios developers experience. If you need help with something different, our team would like to give you some guidance. Just oare the high contact
buttonto get in touch! a possible action to take on git is to cancel the changes you have made locally, but you have not yet committed or pushed up to your remote repe. with git, “local” means uncompromising changes, not only changes that were not pushed (aka the “working” directory).
and there are times when you want to cancel uncompromising changes. some coding sessions go side by side, fast. a quick 10 minute work can lead to changes that leave the code in a much less ideal state than when you started. and so a new beginning can be a good choice. Note: an
important distinction with unaccepted changes is that you cannot recover changes that are discarded with the commands below. since they were not engaged, git has no registration of changes. to cancel all changes introduced by the last commit, use the following command: this command
redirects the repo to the status of the head revision, which is the last committed version. git discards all the changes you've made since that moment. other times, you may want to discard only the modifications to a file in the repo. you can do this with the checkout command: git checkout --
path/to/the/file.txt use the checkout command with two indents, then the path to the file for which you want to return to its previous state. Besides unaccepted changes, there will inevitably be changes you have made to your repe that you want to restore. this is not something that should be
frightening — it is one of the greatest advantages of version control. We look at some common scenarios. first, git includes the ability to edit the latest commit message. Note that this is not a specific commit in your story, but simply the last commit. use is directed forward: git commit -amend
-m “Add your correct commit message here. ”if you forget to stage some changes, you can include them in a previous commit. Make those changes with "add data", then use "impegnate" "enter"the change option to correct the previous message. git add path/to/changed/file git commit -
amend -m “Add your updated commit message here.” note: this is only available for the most recent engagement, not any commitment in your repo story. Moreover, you should only use the option of editing on local commits, not commit that pushed to a remote repo. Otherwise, you can
cause confusion for teammates. this scenario is also simple. you can use the git-checkout command to change a specific file to its state in a specific commit: git checkout path/a/file.txt once completed, you would then commit the change to this file, reporting it to its previous state. When you
need to cancel something you've committed, you have a couple of good options. both options below will affect only the current head, so be sure to confirm that you have the planned checked branch. as it sounds, the rivert command changes all files for a specific commit back to their state
before that commit was completed. specify the commit you want to restore: It is important to note the mechanics of this command. the reversible commitment is not cancelled. rather, git creates a new commit with the included files remade back to their previous state. So the version control
history moves forward while the file status moves back. this option is a bit different from a revert. reset the status of your repo (working head) to an old revision. is a real rollback of the state of your repo. reset git -hard when using this option, git discards any commit between the current
status of the repo and the destination commitment. the branch will then appear to stop at the commit to which the head is reset. note: although commits no longer seem to be part of your branch history, they are not eliminated. I'm stillin Git. Also, be cautious with the -hard option. It will also
discard anychanges you've made. If you want to restore a previous commit, but still have current changes saved as they are, use the --keep option instead. What is the best option? Since the purpose of the version control is to record the work done by you and your team, a deviation is the
best choice to cancel the changes. It results in your file being in the state you want, but it also keeps your complete story intact. It is your "paper path"! Sometimes, junior developers want to cancel their job in the hope that senior teammates will not notice their mistakes. It embraces the fact
that you're always learning. Showing your teammates that you understand how to cancel your changes elegantly will go far away! That said, people want to completely remove an activity to be saved in their repo Git in some situations. If this happens, you can use the git rebase command.
git rebase -i [number of revision] Although it may seem a little obvious, be careful with this option. There are several ways to go to change things and developers should always choose a recipe that fits their specific scenario. We will pass through an example below, but the steps listed are
specific to this scenario only. Imagine that an unsolicited file was included in your repo that you prefer not to have there. Nacho Libre GIFs are great, but you may not want them on your client's website. This file has been added to the previous 5 commit repo. Below is a recipe to remove that
file from the repo, and the story of the repo: # create and control a temporary branch in the location of the bad merge git checkout -b tmpfix # remove the incorrectly inserted file # commute the amended fusion # back to the main branch # replant the master branch on the correct melt #
deletes thetemporary one last thing to consider is whether the changes you are rebooting should be on your local or remote repo. in short, the best practice is to make a shot before starting any workThis way, you have all the latest updates from your teammates before you start working.
once you have completed your work, either with new changes or cancelling previous changes, do the job locally. then you can push the changes to the remote repo. Did you answer your question? thanks for the feedback there was a problem to present your feedback. Please try again later.
Do you still need help? last update on 5 March 2021 no results found © wildbit 2021. powered by help scout
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